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Song Notes
1
Hello World
„‚Hello World‘ is about the birth of my first son Laurin Finn. I actually wrote the first two verses
before his birth and the third one afterwards. It‘s about loving someone you haven‘t even met,
yet. And it‘s definitely about the miracle of life. I thought about what my son would have said if
he had been able to speak at the time right after his birth - ‚Hello World‘ finally turned out as my
favorite idea...“
2
I Watch You Sleeping
„In sleepless nights I love to watch my little family sleeping. It‘s such a great thing to do. The
combination of silence and calm breathing is just marvellous.“
3
I Can‘t See You Crying
„One of the hardest things to handle as a young father are the tears of my son. But, you know,
now after some years I‘ve learned that it isn‘t always as tragic as it seems ;-) .“
4
Intervention
„This is my favorite song of The Arcade Fire. I really like their version, but one day on the terrace
in LA I fooled around with the song and suddenly played it as you can hear it now on the album.
The lyrics are awesome and I guess they really go very well together with my ‚smooth“ version of
this great song.“
5
Poet With A Punk‘s Heart
„I wrote this song in the evening of a really troubled and busy day. Right after I had written and
recorded the song - yes, it‘s the first and only recording of the song I did on the album - I realized
that it goes very well together with the description a friend of mine once had said about me.“
6
Johnny & Mary
„‚Johnny & Mary‘ is one of my alltime faves. It‘s not really the synthie-pop version of Robert Palmer that captivated me, it‘s the song itself. I really love the lyrics, they are awesome and maybe
the best way to sing about the differences between boys and girls...“
7
Back In My Arms
„‚Back In My Arms‘ was written on the day after my wife returned from Beiruth/Lebanon in the
summer of 2006. She fortuntely was on the very last plane that left the airport in Beiruth before
bombs ravaged everything. I read the headlines on the internet and lost connection to her. After
hours and hours of research and useless attempts of getting in touch with her I finally got an sms
saying ‚Hi, I‘m back and alright.‘ She didn‘t know anything about what was going on in Lebanon
at the time she got on board.“
8
Serpentine
„Again a song I wrote and recorded in about one hour. And again it‘s the orginal recording on the
album. It‘s about the natural highs and lows of relationship and life.“
9
Hello Summer
„I wrote this one after the strong winter of 2006 in Austria. After months of snow and rain I welcomed summer with a new song.“
10
Here Comes The Light
„‚Here Comes The Light‘ was written and recorded right after an intense hassle with my wife.
Actually about nothing. Just two exhausted human beings trying to get rid of bad emotions and
thoughts...“
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